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Do Racial Groups Exist?
Samuel M. Richards and Laurie L. Mulvey

While we were starting this chapter we took a break 
from writing to watch a few of the lost skits from 
the Dave Chappelle show. After one skit, there was 

a conversation with audience members and they all seemed 
to have a pretty clear understanding of what was meant when 
someone used a racial or ethnic signifier. One person spoke of 
white people and black people and another of Latinos and Jews 
and everyone in the audience seemed to know exactly who they 
were referring to. We have no doubt that those audience mem-
bers had images in their minds of the people being referenced, 
and that along with those images they had thoughts about the 
social and cultural customs of the members of those groups. 
And we are certain that each one of those audience members 
was thinking something different, that neither their images were 
the same, nor were their beliefs about the lives of the people 
who those images represented.

Frankly, we find this puzzling. For as much as we talk about 
race and culture and as much as the issues are intertwined in 
our lives, we would expect more of us to spend time thinking 
about the exact contours of the racial groupings that we use in 
our day-to-day conversations. Think about it. We move from 
a neighborhood because “those people” are moving in. We 
threaten our children so that they do not ever date someone from 
“that group.” And we’re nervous when members of certain races 
pass us on the street because we know how “they are.” And yet 
if we are asked to explain and define race, we find that most 
of us refer back to terms we remember from some high school 
science class (Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Negroid, Australoid) or 
others that were used in our homes (black, white, Asian or Ori-
ental). These are terms that anthropologists and sociologists 
whose work involves race abandoned decades ago. In fact, most 
of these academics maintain that all racial group identifiers are 
outdated and that the concept itself is not very useful for under-
standing the human population. Many of them actually think 
that any attempt to develop race-based categories of the human 
species is so impossibly imprecise that we probably ought to 
abandon discussions of “race” altogether.1 Clearly their ideas 
have not left much of an impression on the rest of us—certainly 
not the audience members on that Chappelle show.

1. By the way, there is no such thing as the “human race.” Race is a subcategory of 
the concept “species.” As such, we can say something about the “human species” 
but not the human race. Just keep this in mind for your future conversation.

Of course there are some obvious and clear physical charac-
teristics that individuals share with other people whose ances-
tors came from the same geographic region. People living on the 
Indian subcontinent of Asia clearly have some different physical 
features than people from Scandinavia. Nobody would confuse 
a representative Pakistani with a typical Norwegian. And if you 
had a group of four average looking people from Pakistan and 
Norway (two from each country), it is a safe bet that nobody 
would have a difficult time matching the respective pairs.

It is also likely that most of us don’t think like sociologists 
and anthropologists and so most of us would assume that aver-
age Pakistanis and average Norwegians are members of two 
distinct racial groups. And why would we not think this? The 
human population clearly appears to be composed of groupings 
of people who share similar features. One widely recognized 
group is “white people” (a.k.a., the white race) and Norwegians 
unquestionably look white. Pakistanis are somewhat more 
complicated. A quick glance of their physical features tells us 
that they’re not white and they’re not Sub-Saharan black, with 
more tightly kinked hair, brown skin, and noses that are on 
average slightly flatter and wider than many other groups. Nor 
do they look like those other recognizable people from China 
and Southeast Asia. Some of us might think they look Middle 
Eastern or North African, while others might correctly iden-
tify our two Pakistanis as from the Asian subcontinent—but 
we would still not know what to label them. The “Indian race,” 
perhaps?

It seemed so easy to categorize the white couple. But we 
remain mystified when we have to dig beneath the surface and 
step beyond a general understanding to label these “brown” 
people. Few of us are ever asked to do this, of course, and yet 
we walk through our lives making wide-ranging assumptions 
about race such as the number of racial groups that exist, the 
unique features that belong with particular racial groups, and 
who belongs in each group. Many of us seem to have a gut 
feeling that what we assume to be true and what is actually true 
do not line up, but we do not give much thought to alternative 
understandings and so we continue using our old categories. 
This chapter will bring some of those assumptions to the surface 
and dispel a few common myths about how we categorize and 
label ourselves and the groups to which we belong. We will 
begin with the belief that it is possible to divide ourselves into 
racial groups.
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The Impossible Dilemma
Let’s begin with a thought experiment that simulates mixing 
together people from all over the world, like has happened here 
in the United States. Imagine that we have 500 people and we 
want to divide them into distinct racial groups using just their 
skin color as the identifying race characteristic. We know noth-
ing about them other than what we can see. So take the palest 
person in the group, the one who is almost translucent white, 
and put them at one end of the line and then place the person 
who is extremely black, almost blue black, at the other end. As 
we are arranging people near the two ends of the continuum it is 
relatively easy to find the ones who are clearly in what we could 
consider to be the “white racial category” or the “black racial 
category.” But as we move closer to the middle, things are going 
to get rather confusing. Then when we are finished, imagine 
trying to divide this line-up of 500 individuals into meaningful 
racial categories. Where would the white and black racial groups 
end and where would all of the brown racial groups begin? How 
many brown groups do you think you could identify? Naturally 
you would have people with almond shaped Asian eyes stand-
ing in between people with tight, kinky sub-Saharan “African 
hair.” Undoubtedly you will have assumed that you bungled 
your assignment.

And speaking of hair, now try the same experiment while 
adding that variable into the mix. Line everyone up again and 
insert the markers that divide the racial groups based on skin 
and hair. Perhaps you could do this with five or ten people, but 
my guess is that with five hundred people to categorize you 
would be even more confused.

The source of the confusion is that most of us assume that 
people in different parts of the world share the same general 
features. Tell a friend that your new boss is “black” and every-
one has an image of your boss in their mind’s eye that is prob-
ably quite similar. If you ask them to predict your boss’s roots, 
most would trace them to Africa. So then make a general com-
ment to your acquaintance about the “African race” and again, 
in their mind’s eye they will undoubtedly see images of people 
who they believe look like your new boss. They will also make 
the assumption that all of these people share physiological (i.e., 
racial) traits that set them apart from all other groups. If you ask 
them to list those traits that characterize the people they envision, 
they would probably say tightly kinked hair, wider than average 
noses, lips that are thicker than the average European lips, and 
brown skin. To be sure, if your acquaintance knows anything 
about DNA, they might add that there are probably some unique 
genetic markers that set these Africans apart from other groups 
that they cannot see. They would be correct about this last point, 
of course, but wrong about every other assumption.

Let’s do our thought experiment once again but this time in 
Africa. We’re going to assume the basic veracity of evolution-
ary theory and adaptive processes here, so some of you might 
have to stretch yourselves.2 As far as this is ever possible, there 

2. We realize that not acknowledging Creationism and Intelligent Design might 
lead some people to stop reading, so let’s address them here. As far as we can 
ascertain, the pursuit of an ID explanation is valuable and worthwhile. The 
cornerstone of the scientific method is the search for truth and until evolutionary 

is a consensus among evolutionary anthropologists that the first 
humans emerged in what is now the Nile river valley in what 
is now Ethiopia, Eretria, and Somalia. There are two compet-
ing theories for how this occurred. Either Homo Sapiens, (one 
lineage of Homo Erectus), left the region some 200,000 years 
ago, or Homo Erectus migrated out of that region and Africa 
about a million odd years ago and separately, in different parts 
of the planet, evolved into Homo Sapiens. Either way, there is 
concerted agreement that Africa is the “Mother Land” for all of 
us and not just people who we label “black” or “African Ameri-
can” or “African.”

What is essential to both theories, however, is that the Homo 
Sapiens who lived in different parts of the planet experienced 
changes in their bodies so as to adapt to the climatic condi-
tions they encountered. An ideal body in a hot arid desert, for 
example, is tall and thin because it dissipates heat, while an 
ideal body in the cold is short and squat because it retains heat 
extremely well.3 The problem is that bodily changes are neither 
linear nor uniform because different geographic regions of the 
world share some unique climatic conditions. In fact, all popu-
lations that lived (i.e., adapted or evolved) near the equatorial 
belt have darker skin than those that were situated far to the 
north or south. There are some exceptions, of course, because 
the migration-adaptation process is complex, but nature’s mech-
anism for determining skin tone is the same and we can lay it 
out quickly.

People whose ancestors lived around the equatorial region 
have the darkest skin because their bodies produced a chemical 
called melanin to protect them from the ultraviolet rays of the 
sun. But melanin has the side effect of darkening our skin, which 
is why nearly all people get darker when exposed to sunlight 
and lighter when they’re out of it. Hence, if you have really dark 
skin, it is because your ancestors way back in the day needed it 
and you should be thankful. If they had had that lighter shade of 
brown that everyone thinks is so beautiful today, they possibly 
would not have passed their genes on successfully given the 
possibility of skin cancer and you would not be here today.

In any case, let’s go back to the “African race” that your 
acquaintance has in his or her mind’s eye and where some shade 

theorists can proffer a data driven explanation for the origin of life and that 
first instance of consciousness, then the jury is still out. Of course, the same 
challenge stalks creationists—where did God come from, after all? In any case, 
most ID proponents have accepted the evolutionary story for how creation 
unfolded—it is only a smaller group of creationists who think that God created 
the progeny of Adam and Eve in all of their physical variations and thus disavow 
any mention of evolution.

3. And we can assume that if a person has bodily features that is more or less 
ideal for a given climate and its resources (e.g., food), then we can assume that 
that person will be more likely to survive to produce offspring who are more 
or less ideal for that climate because they are going to share a large percentage 
of these more ideal genetic traits. Over time, people who have genes that are 
not ideal for certain climates and resources must either migrate to a region in 
which they can thrive or they can expect that with time the less suited parts of 
their bodies—which is to say the “less adaptable” parts of their bodies—will 
gradually be filtered out of their collectivity’s genetic pool. When this happens, 
people who look like this person will no longer be found in a given region 
because they will not have been able to survive. It is not a simple, linear process, 
to be sure, but keep in mind that this process of selecting more or less ideal 
body types took place over the course of many hundreds of generations on the 
planet.
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of brown skin is an essential feature. Except for relatively recent 
migrants to Africa (e.g., Dutch, British, French colonists) Afri-
cans do have darker than average skin—but so do lots of other 
people around the planet.  Think about darker-skinned Sicil-
ians who are considered to be white and who do not look much 
different from Turks or Iraqis or Algerians from North Africa, 
who most people would not call white. Where might we have 
placed them in our lineup? Or consider the fact that the darkest 
person in the line might well be Asian Indian and not of African 
descent. In fact, they would probably be Veddoid, a group of 
people who are darker on average than even the darkest people 
in Africa but are from the Asian subcontinent. It should be com-
ing clear that it would be impossible to construct a precise racial 
classification system based solely on skin color, or even that 
people with the same skin color actually share enough genetic 
markers that they can easily be labeled a unique racial group. 
Would your acquaintance accept that Asian Indians and Afri-
cans are members of the same racial group? Highly unlikely.

Since we discussed skin and hair already, let’s add the latter 
trait to our African race example. Again, humans emerged in 
the Nilotic region only to have their hair adapt to their changing 
climates as they migrated to different regions on different con-
tinents. The hotter and drier a region is the tighter are the kinks 
in hair of the people whose bodies acclimate to that region, or 
so some theorists postulate. This hypothesis is based on the idea 
that we need to keep our brains from over heating and one way 
to do this is for our bodies to retain or replace moisture on our 
heads. Tight kinks help to achieve this better than straight or 
wavy strands where water is more likely to roll off. Once again 
this is not a linear correlation so that we find wavy and straight 
hair in some hotter regions, but by and large the relationship 
holds.

So what would your acquaintance say about the Negrito 
people of Southeast Asia who look as “African” as people 
from central Africa; they have similar lips, noses, skin color, 
and hair. Most Americans would never be able to tell the dif-
ference between a black African American and a Negrito or 
someone who is indigenous to the Solomon or Fiji Islands. But 
Solomon Islanders, Fijians, and Negritos are Asians and when 
they migrate to the United States they call themselves “Asian 
Americans.” Their ancestors have been living in Asia for tens 
of thousands of years and, in fact, Melanesians have been liv-
ing in the Solomon Islands for 30,000 years!  \Returning to the 
dark skinned Veddoid of the Asian Subcontinent, some of the 
darkest people in the world, they have wavy hair. On the other 
hand, what about populations of North Africans with light skin 
and wavy hair—who look distinctly European? Where would 
we place them?

Recall that we have embarked on this exercise to see if Afri-
cans are a distinct racial group. And each group with “Afri-
can features” that we find residing outside of that continent it 
becomes less likely. This is because in order to be a unique 
“race” in the way we currently define the concept, one must 
assume that Africans have an identifiable collection of physi-
ological features that no other group has.

But perhaps we’re missing the essential determining trait by 
focusing on skin and hair. What about eyes? People from differ-

ent groups have distinct eyes. So let’s look at what we call the 
“Asian eye.” Everyone has essentially the same shape of the eye 
socket in the skull. What is different is that many Asians lack a 
small crease that goes across the upper eyelid giving them what 
is often called a “double eyelid” and many have an “epicanthic 
eye fold” which causes the eye lid closing to cover a greater 
percentage of the eye ball. The generally accepted theory is that 
people with these traits probably had ancestors who lived (or 
evolved) in sunny climates or windy regions and the narrower 
opening protected their eyes from the dust and debris that could 
easily blind them. Presumably people in such regions who did 
not have their DNA coded to create an Asian eye were more 
likely to be blinded and therefore ill-suited to live to an age or 
acquire resources where they were likely to pass on their genes 
to the next generation.

Once again, the problem is that there are plenty of people 
in Africa with Asian eyes, as one might imagine given  the 
many different climate conditions across the continent.4 More-
over, only some African groups have this eye trait while other 
adjacent groups have a double eye lid. In Asia, too, there are 
extreme variations in eye appearance. Have you ever noticed 
the difference between someone from Sri Lanka and a person 
whose ancestry is Japanese? Or how about comparing a per-
son from Cambodia with someone from Tibet? These groups 
have distinctly different physical features, more than just their 
eyes, and yet few people would hesitate to call them “Asian.” 
In fact, many groups in Asia do not even have a pronounced 
“Asian eye.” And, of course, we could add Native Americans 
into this Asian category. Take a full-blooded Apache American 
Indian, for example, and have them stand side by side with 
someone who typifies a person from central China. It is not 
easy to ascertain who falls into which group, and yet few of us 
would ever refer to an Apache Indian as “Asian.” And have you 
ever noticed the many groups of white Eastern Europeans with 
that Asian eye? As we cross Europe counting white people and 
dividing them into their respective groups, at what point would 
we have entered Asia? When would we even know? Clearly 
this is a bodily feature that is not limited to people of East 
Asian descent.

So let’s take a step back from all of this. We are certain that 
you get the point. Our continents are populated by a hodgep-
odge of human beings in all of their varied physical features. 
There are some patterns and uniformity, to be sure, but not 
nearly to the degree that most of us assume. Thus far, however, 
we have only discussed visual representations of differences. 
What about genetics?

Geneticists tell us that human beings share 99.9 percent of 
our DNA regardless of where our ancestors lived (i.e., adapted 
and evolved) on the planet. And they tell us that nature is some-
what of a trickster because only .01 percent of our genetic mark-
ers control our external features. So even though when we look 
at a person who we think is of another race and we see what 

4. Of course the human body did not adapt in exactly the same way to similar 
climate conditions in different parts of the planet. Chance mutations and random 
events often caused one trait to emerge or survive in one place but not in another 
such that one population could have developed the epicanthic eye fold in a 
windy dusty geography and for unrelated reasons that group dominated the 
region and that trait prospered.
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appear to be extreme differences, these do not amount to much 
when we consider the entire human organism. The trickster is 
simply playing with our visual cues and distorting how we are 
all very much alike. In fact, if we simply measure DNA admix-
ture variation, there are more genetic differences between one 
population group than between that group and another.5 This 
means that you are likely to be as genetically similar to a person 
on the other side of the planet as you are the unrelated stranger 
who looks very much like you but lives just two houses away.

This doesn’t stop these geneticists from searching for genetic 
markers that are shared by population subsets or “ancestry 
groups,” as they are commonly called (e.g., central West Afri-
cans, Scandinavians, or residents from the British Isles) because 
there is useful information to gather about different popula-
tions.6 But don’t be fooled because they are not seeking to iso-
late and name some racial group. Rather, the search is limited 
to population ancestry groups; that is, collectivities of people 
whose ancestors come from a relatively bounded region who 
may share observable traits and certainly share non-observable 
ones. They look at Negritos and other Southeast Asians who 
look “African,” for example, and assume that for some reason 
after migrating out of Africa some groups of Africans sustained 
the genetic markers that gave them what most of us consider to 
be “black” racial characteristics until they arrived in this part 
of the world. But they also know that these groups undoubt-
edly share certain distinct markers that are unique to some 
other Asian populations so that biologically speaking, Negritos, 
Fijians, and Solomon Islanders should be called neither “Asian” 
nor “African.” They are an ancestry group, but only if you break 
up the ancestry timeline in a particular way. Remember, we all 
come from Africa and so you could argue that all Asians are 
Africans.

Given that our current race categories are fundamentally 
flawed, and if any attempt to create new ones seems inevita-
bly undermined by our inability to isolate and measure distinct 
population groups, then why do we still use our old labels and 
why would we continue searching for new ones? Because these 
categories are socially constructed, created by humans, not 
Nature.

Social Construction of Race
There is no inherent reason why we have to divide the human 
population into separate groups based on physical characteris-
tics. In fact, it only began to occur on a wide scale in the past 
few centuries. Throughout most of human history people cre-
ated “us and them” categories on the basis of their sociological 
or cultural differences and not their physical features because 
they rarely saw anything but cultural differences. Most people 
never actually encountered another person who looked notably 

5. Roughly 88–90 percent of genetic differences between people occur within 
their local populations, while 10–12 percent are a result of populations living 
on different parts of a continent or on different continents.

6. Let’s say we want to study the impact of fish oil on people’s longevity. 
Specifically, we could postulate that people’s bodies could become accustomed 
and even dependent on fish oil after long-term consumption over thousands of 
generations and suffer premature health decline without a fish diet.

different from themselves because only a few of them ever ven-
tured very far from the places where they were born, the people 
living in adjacent communities were nearly always physically 
similar. Then when larger numbers of people started exploring 
faraway lands, they did so along with the emergence of science 
and this compelled them to describe and classify Nature, includ-
ing human beings. But their descriptions of other people said 
a lot more about the observers than they did about the people 
being observed.

This is as true today as it ever has been because racial catego-
ries inevitably emerge out of the personal and cultural beliefs of 
some particular society. In other words, racial groups reflect the 
society doing the labeling and not the people who are inserted 
into those categories. This is because racial groupings only truly 
exist in our collective imagination; they are not freestanding in 
the world. This is what we mean by race being a “social con-
struction.” Let us offer two examples.

Many Russians currently call Caucasus immigrants to Rus-
sia “black” even those people are clearly “white.” And not only 
are they white, but Johann Blumenbach, a 17th–18th century 
German scientist, popularized the word “Caucasian” after these 
very people.7 Feelings of antipathy between ethnic Russians and 
Caucasus immigrants (who are mostly Chechnyans) emerged 
during the war in Chechnya throughout the 1990s and so natu-
rally we would expect the former to create a name for the latter 
that reflects these negative feelings, which is exactly what has 
happened. They’re not borrowing the label “black” for the skin 
color that it allegedly describes but, rather, for what it signifies 
in its underlying meaning. In this case, it is Chechnyans are a 
lower status people just like people of African descent since the 
time of slavery, at least as viewed from the eyes of people liv-
ing in the West. Hence, Russians are using “black” as a social 
construction. They believe Chechnyans are bad and give them a 
name that reflects that belief.

A similar example comes to us by way of some of our Afri-
can American students who travel to West Africa and find them-
selves being referred to as “white” by black West Africans. To 
the Africans these black students are Americans and people 
from the United States are “white.” For West Africans, the term’s 
meaning has little to do with skin color or physical appearance; 
“white” is simply a cultural category that is constructed around 
the relationship between these two different continents and not 
the individual groups in these distant lands.

Inevitably status and power are intertwined in the social con-
struction process as people who define the boundaries of race 
almost always fall into the trap of reserving the most favorable 
definitions for their own groups. In fact, we don’t know of a 
single case where those doing the classifying did not conclude 
that their own racial group is smarter, stronger, healthier, more 
moral and ethical, and closer to God than the other populations 
under consideration. And even though we no longer create racial 
classification systems today, the words we select from the list 
of those available to us are always rooted in our personal and 
cultural beliefs and where we place ourselves and our group in 
relationship to other groups.

7. He thought they were the most beautiful people he had ever seen. At least he 
didn’t reserve that position on his hierarchy for Germans.
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There is no more straightforward example of race as a social 
construction than Carolus Linneaus, the 18th century Swede 
who is sometimes referred to as the father of taxonomy. He 
divided the human population into four distinct racial groups, 
although he himself did not use the term “race”: dark (Asians), 
red (Native Americans), black (Africans), white (Europeans). 
The dark and red races were “ruled by custom,” according to 
Linneaus, while the black race was “indolent and negligent.” 
As to the white race, they were “inventive and gentle”—yes, 
you are reading that correctly. One can easily argue that Lin-
neaus was a “racist” in the classic sense of how we define such 
a person (i.e., as believing that a group is superior or inferior on 
the basis of their biological characteristics). We can be certain 
that if Africans had been the ones creating the taxonomy, they 
would have switched a few things around. We doubt, for exam-
ple, that they would have considered Europeans to be “gentle.” 
They might have seen Europeans as inventive, perhaps, for 
their unique ways of brandishing arms and transporting human 
cargo. But we suspect that Europeans (a.k.a., the white race) 
would not have been seen in such a favorable light while Afri-
cans remained “indolent.” And if Africans were defining the 
categories, they would surely put themselves on top.

But Linneaus was writing at a time when slavery was in full 
force and beliefs of the inferiority of black Africans were wide-
spread. Escaping the influence of those beliefs was possible, 
because some people managed to do it, but it was not common. 
Just like many of our beliefs today. For example, about half of 
the American populace believes that homosexuality is unnatu-
ral. To those who rely on the “word of God” or who limit their 
reasoning to the obvious laws of reproduction—that a male and 
a female are what make life possible—such a belief is unshak-
able. But it only appears this way because so many of us have 
collectively decided to define “natural” in this way that does 
not include sexual relations between same-sex people. But in 
another society at another point in time homosexuality could 
easily be viewed as both natural and normal and people would 
look to our culture with disbelief that so many of us could be 
“deluded” into not seeing how our gender categories are merely 
a reflection of our collective imagination.8

Similarly, the people creating racial categories always “con-
struct” the criteria upon which people can be a part of their 
own superior group. Consider the “one drop rule” in United 
States history. In the centuries of slavery in North America, 
many white men fathered children with black woman so that 
white and black DNA was somewhat of a creole mixture in a 
significant percentage of the population by 1865. Each one of 
these children was half black and half white, but they were all 
considered to be black if they had even 1/32 black blood. In 
other words, in order to hold tightly to the reins of power and 
not undermine the racial boundaries that they had created as 
justification to enslave Africans, the white majority created this 
very narrow definition of whiteness. We see the ramifications 

8. This is not a back-handed attempt to lure you into believing that homosexuality 
is “normal.” But it is an example that points to a belief that, if seen from this 
perspective, would start an avalanche of change in how many of us envision the 
boundaries of “truth” in the world.

of this today as mixed race people who have white blood are 
almost always identified with their minority side (i.e., as people 
of color) rather than their white side. People must be fully white 
to be white at all. Consider how Barack Obama is viewed as 
“black” when he is half white biologically and more than half 
white sociologically (since he mostly grew up with the white 
side of his family). Few of us would ever think of calling him 
“white” and yet we feel quite comfortable calling him “black.”9 
In fact, each time one of us does refer to him as “white” some-
one always asks us why we call him that.

And this very same thing is happening today as Native 
Americans take charge of defining who should and should not 
be included in tribal registries. This has always been an issue 
around which there has been considerable conflict, but with the 
proliferation of gambling on reservations and the sudden boon 
in revenues, to be a member of some tribes can make a person 
wealthy. And as a considerable number of mixed blood African 
Americans, Chicanos, and white people attempt to lay claim 
to their tribal memberships (and gambling revenues), an equal 
number of full-blooded Indians stand in opposition as a way of 
protecting their newly acquired wealth. In fact, several tribes 
have pushed legislation through tribal councils that narrowly 
defines “American Indian.” The old social construction is being 
discarded for a new one.

 And finally, there may be no better example of race as a 
social construction than thinking about what would happen if 
Jesus of Nazareth were to return to Earth as most Christians 
expect him to. Do you think he would be recognized? Imagine 
for a moment here that he does not return in a blaze of glory, but 
more like Dostoevsky’s Grand Inquisitor who quietly observes 
in the background. And reflect on that question in light of the 
following information:  In 2004, Israeli and British forensic 
anthropologists analyzed skull evidence, as well as skin, hair, 
and eye information from the first century so as to ascertain a 
depiction of Jesus that is more accurate than that of artists down 
through the ages. Their depiction is not precise, of course, but 
it is no doubt better than anything that we have ever had. They 
estimate that he would have been about sixty-one inches tall 
(just over five feet) and weighed approximately 110 pounds. 
He would have had black hair that was extremely curly but not 
tightly “kinked” like people from central Africa, so he would 
not have been able to grow an “afro.” He probably had dark 
eyes and a nose that was significantly larger than the nose that 
Americans are commonly see on statues and in paintings that 
depict his image. His skin would have been medium to dark 
brown. It is not hard to imagine, in other words, that if he were 
to return to Earth as most Christians expect him to do, and if he 
did so without some sort of grand entrance, the vast majority of 
people who are waiting would surely not recognize him!

Is this surprising? Considering the social construction of race, 
not at all. Why wouldn’t people create images of their gods in 
their own image? Think of all of the anthropomorphized images 
that you have in your mind of God—a supreme being who thinks 

9. In fact, by and large the only people we consistently hear calling him anything 
other than “white” are mixed race people who claim him as one of their own and 
refer to him as “mixed race.”
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and feels and sees and listens to what you say. How else could 
God be portrayed. What other images might be used? 

But it goes way beyond this. Because white people have 
largely controlled the creation and dissemination of the most 
lasting images in this culture, naturally Jesus and God are going 
to look like a member of their group.10 Jesus nearly always 
appears as a tall, thin nosed, thin lipped, straight brown hair 
and bearded white man who, when portrayed in film and video, 
speaks a strange dialect of English. God most often appears as 
an elderly white man with white hair and a long flowing white 
beard. Think of the classic painting by Michelangelo on the Sis-
tine Chapel. So if you are a Christian, imagine what it would take 
to envision your “savior”—indeed your god—as a short, skinny, 
dark-skinned Jew. If you are like most believers, you probably 
think that it does not matter to you, that your worship of God 
goes well beyond the carnal realm. But just for a moment we 
would like you to envision Jesus as we have just depicted him. 
And Muslim readers, you can envision Mohammed as white 
(although clearly he was not white); Jewish readers can think 
of Abraham with classical Southeast Asian features; Buddhist 
readers can imagine Buddha with a West African body; Hindu 
readers can replace your gods with a combination of bodily 
traits from throughout the world.

Our guess is that this is not easy to do. If you change all 
of the images of your god(s), over time you will get used to 
them because anything that is socially constructed can also be 
socially “deconstructed.” But it takes a while, which is why rac-
ism is so difficult to dislodge.

Here is one final thing for you to think about. In an ironic 
twist of fate the image of Jesus that was constructed by the Brit-
ish and Israeli anthropologists looks a lot like someone who most 
Americans despised: Saddam Hussein. Imagine what it would 
take to convince people in this country to accept that image as 
the one that should hang in the vestibule of their churches. 

Why Can’t We Just Call 
Ourselves “Human”?
More often than not the person asking this question is white 
while the person whose response is something to the effect of 
“Because we’re not all the same!” is someone whose ancestry 
puts them in minority status. So how is it that the people who 
have been most oppressed by the use of racial categories and 
signifiers tend to be the most vocal proponents of their use? 
How often have you heard people of color refer to themselves as 
Vietnamese Americans or Haitian Americans or black or Latino? 
“I’m Dominican first and American second,” we heard someone 

10. None of this is to deny that other groups create images of God to look like 
them. In fact, most black churches today produce images of God and Jesus as 
black, with dark sin and an “afro.” In Hispanic churches God is generally light 
skinned, which reflects the dominance of white Hispanics in those cultures. But 
throughout poor regions of Latin America it is common to see statues of Jesus 
portrayed as a poor farmer (i.e., a “campesino,”)—often with a machete and 
sandals. [web]

say recently. To which a white person responded, “Why not just 
American?”

The answer to this question is embedded in the discussion of 
race as a social construction. White people in the United States 
are more inclined than other groups to see their ancestry group-
ings as existing naturally in the world and not as their own crea-
tion. But people who live at the other end of the racial hierarchy 
are more likely to interpret such groups and labels as what helps 
keep them second class members of that hierarchy. Then white 
people tell members of these “second class” ancestry groups 
to drop the categories and the labels and see one another as 
“human” without also acknowledging that those categories and 
labels are deeply embedded into our culture—and are not easily 
pushed out of our minds or redefined so as to no longer shape 
our collective behavior. This is like telling people of color to 
accept that world just as it is. You can probably understand that 
that is not going to sit well with people whose life experience 
leads them to believe that these labels and our entire interpreta-
tion of race and ancestry was constructed in order to justify an 
unequal system of power relations. 

Ironically, it is the attempt to deflate the power of these labels 
that leads many minority group members to reclaim some of 
them as their own. If they do not have the power to get people 
to see how and why negative labels were constructed, then the 
only other option is to change the labels and thereby empower 
themselves through some new positive meaning of the nega-
tive attributes that are reflected in those labels. Think of saying 
“black is beautiful,” which entered the 1970s culture like a mar-
keting campaign. Everything negative and scary is attributed to 
blackness—from black magic to black holes to black skin and 
black people. Why would any group that suffered the sting of 
racism as did African Americans want to be associated by the 
very label that was used to separate them from all other groups? 
And to go further, why would that same group want to claim 
any part the n-bomb, the most volatile word in the English lan-
guage, as a friendly gesture? The answer is because it weakens 
the power of the words by distorting the meaning.

Because the vast majority of our ancestry differences are 
rooted in culture and not physical characteristics, by asking that 
we all consider ourselves “human” is to deny the cultural roots 
that bond our families and communities. People in subordinate 
groups always see this as more problematic that those in domi-
nant groups, especially because they are more likely to depend 
on cultural ties for their survival. Think about the Irish and the 
English on this side of the Atlantic. Which group is more likely 
to say that their culture is essential for grounding them in the 
world? And which group has experienced more discrimina-
tion? The answer to both questions is, of course, the Irish. If we 
understood that our observations about different groups were 
always embedded in culture and not biology, then we would not 
be torn between the two extremes of dividing the world up into 
little boxes AND putting everyone into one single box.

Finally, to some degree most of us are interested in under-
standing where we come from, how we came to look like we do, 
have the relatives we have, and live where we live. This knowl-
edge grounds us in the world in a way that nothing else can and 
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creates a sense of “place” in these times when globalization is 
taking us further and further from our roots. Native Americans 
and African Americans, the people who are least historically 
grounded in this society given that so much of their family his-
tories are incomplete, might actually be the most profoundly 
connected to their extended families by way of their elaborate 
and thoroughly considered tribal rituals (for Native Americans) 
and family reunions (for African Americans). 

So maybe there is nothing wrong with responding that we’re 
“just human” when someone asks us what we are. But to protest 
that everyone should answer the same way or that we should 

just stop talking about our differences is untenable. Certainly 
we would do well to no longer reproduce an ancestry taxonomy 
that is fundamentally flawed. The place to start is probably 
every time we hear people talking about “race.” Whether they 
are anthropologists, geneticists, sociologists, demographers, or 
your next door neighbor, our task is to discern when their group-
ings might be useful and illuminating and when they are no 
more than a reflection of the commentator’s own bias and big-
otry. With practice, you can rather quickly come to understand 
the difference.
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